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To translate is to move across, which 
is what the migrant does as a double-
facing figure, looking both ways. Yes, 
there is always something left over 
in translation. But, far from being 
a deficit or a minus, what eludes 
language — what resists capture by 
prevailing codes and conventions — 
enlivens the surplus, thus ensuring 
that the dialogue is kept open, kept 
in motion.
   
— Kobena Mercer 



“Creative Counterpoints: Artists Translate Difference” is the second 
event in the Creative Counterpoints series that began at MassArt in 
2016 to explore narratives of creativity and difference. This year’s 
event is an evening of artist talks on the theme of translation across 
linguistic, cultural and mediatic forms, as it manifests in these 
artists’ lives and in their work.

This program is intended as a space where recent alumni share with 
current students the ways in which experiences of foreignness and 
difference not only inform their creative practice but are also shaping 
their current career paths. Whether as freelance film directors, 
art educators, or ceramic artists, the alumni featured in Creative 
Counterpoints engage intentionally with their defining experience 
of difference in this country, and “translate” this experience in their 
professional and personal lives. 

Creative Counterpoints is possible thanks to the generous support 
of these MassArt Departments: Department of Academic Affairs; 
Office of Alumni Relations; Liberal Arts Department; Office of 
Student Development; Center for Art and Community Partnerships 
(CACP); Career Development Office; The President’s Office.
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Featured Artists

Organizer and moderator: 
Marika Preziuso, Associate Professor, 
Department of Liberal Arts.

·  Mariana Yanes Cabral, Art Education ‘17

·  Ryan Vazquez, Film-Video ‘17

·  Gustavo Barceloni, 3D Ceramics ‘17



Mariana Yanes Cabral
(Art Education ‘17) is an interdisciplinary artist, educator, and writer. Born in Rio 
de Janeiro, Brazil and the eldest of three children in a multi-national household, 
the artist’s work explores nostalgia, introspection, race, and politics with both 
traditional and digital media. Their experience lies in drawing, portraiture, 
bookbinding, watercolour, digital collage, embroidery, and performance. Raised 
as a translator through necessity, they use translation as a medium to critique 
dogma. Contact: mariana.yanescabral@gmail.com

Does English love?

The lilt that lifts my lips when I say
‘I love you’ lightens the hearth with flickers. Cinders. 
Not flame. 
It is air, my windpipe whistles and
heightens, I am milk poured in the
mug, sugar. Cream. 
My tongue frolics in my teeth 
it is a song and sings pretty  
‘I’ sways, 
‘love’ twirls, ‘you’
 returns. 
 But, consider, 
‘eu te amo’. 
‘Eu te amo’. 
 Ah. Ah! 
 It is earth, dark, deep, toes
embroiled in dirt ridges of flesh  My
windpipe moans low, to the ground,
the basic structure of humanity,
infused in the bone marrow of  you.
And I. It is bitter, the blackest 
coffee dug in the nails of men and
women who share my name.  
It is raw, (my tongue quivers) it
is heavy, (an unbearable weight)
there is no dreaming in this amor.
It is flames, the hearth
crumbles splits like veins
encasing searing blood. 
It hurts. It hurts! 
There is no dance in these vowels. 
But they are
right. 
I wonder if, in the past 16 years, I have ever even loved. 

- Mariana Yanes Cabral



Ryan Vazquez
(Film-Video ‘17) is a filmmaker and 
video artist born in Bayamon, Puerto 
Rico. Ryan documents events in New 
England and the Caribbean,  and 
creates advertising and marketing 
videos for small businesses. Ryan 
is very interested in digital content 
that focuses on contemporary issues 
of social relevance, from practices 
of linguistic and cultural translation, 
to racial and ethnic identities as 
they interface with current and past 
politics in the Americas. Contact: 
ryanvazquez26@gmail.com

Bilingual Blues

I have mixed feelings about everything.
Soy un ajiaco de contradicciones.
Vexed, hexed, complexed,
hyphenated, oxygenated, illegally alienated,
psycho soy, cantando voy:
You say tomato,
I say tu madre;
You say potato,
I say Pototo.
Let’s call the hole
un hueco, the thing
a cosa, and if the cosa goes into the hueco,
consider yourself en casa,
consider yourself part of the family.

- Gustavo Pérez Firmat



Gustavo Barceloni
(Ceramics ’17) was born in Brazil 
and raised in Greater Boston. 
He collaborates with chefs and 
designs illustrative tableware for 
home and restaurant use. He also 
creates installations and community 
based projects, which explore the 
complexities of living within the 
Brazilian diaspora. Gustavo describes 
his illustrative work as “sophisticated 
classroom notebook doodles”, and 
strives to include in his work not 
just humorous style but also his 
politics, history, and humanity. He is 
currently completing the Accelerated 
Community to Teacher (ACTT) 
Program to teach in the Boston Public 
School system. 
Contact: gus.barceloni@gmail.com

Meu Sonho Verde E Amarelo

Meu Brasil te vi em sonho,
E acordei tão tristonho,
Por não ser realidade,
No sonho eu te vi em flor,
Só tinha paz e amor,
Que pena não ser verdade!

No sonho eu vi as crianças
Cantar hinos de confiança,
Em coro pela cidade,
O estandarte era a alegria
Que em todo o rosto se via,
Que pena não ser verdade!

Vi no sonho em todas as mesas
Pão, leite, carne e manteiga;
Para toda a sociedade;
A fome não existia
Só a fartura se via,
Que pena não ser verdade.

Vi na rua muita gente,
Que vibrava de contente
Por viver em igualdade,
Todos dedicavam a ciência,
E não tinha violência:
Que pena não ser verdade!

Meu Brasil, te vi tão belo
Todo de verde e amarelo
Vi tua prosperidade;
Mesmo no jazigo eu quero,
Ver meu sonho que espero,
Tornar-se realidade!

- Antonio Teodoro Tavares



Marika Preziuso
Marika Preziuso is Associate Professor of World Literature at the Massachusetts 
College of Art and Design. She holds a Ph.D. in Literature from the Caribbean 
Diaspora and an M.A. in Gender, Society and Culture, both from the University of 
London, UK. Prior to discovering her calling as a teacher, Marika studied for and 
worked as a translator. She brings to her teaching the sensitivity of a translator of 
cultures, by designing classes that examine dynamics of cultural differences and 
create space for cross-cultural understanding. Her published research and teaching 
focus on contemporary Western imaginaries of ‘otherness’ and how the works of 
diasporic artists and creative writers (Wangechi Mutu, Doris Salcedo, Junot Diaz and 
Edwidge Danticat, among others) critique and expand such imaginaries. At MassArt, 
Marika teaches postcolonial and comparative literature, literature and visual arts 
from the African diaspora, and speculative fiction that tackles social justice issues.
Contact: mpreziuso@massart.edu

Exile and Refuge

For all the places I have lived in 
is a referent exile 
the outline of a straight line from rough to clear 
unknown to progress
is the fantasy that gives meaning to my now.
For every place that has met me is one I have packed away from.
In the cadence of my sadness 
is the pattern of exile and refuge. 
For every idiom grasped, every face read, every attempt at conquering my visitor status 
is the fierce stubborn wish not to partake 
in the life of others 
in the life like others. 
In the cadence of this sadness 
is the resolute wish not to belong
not to be love(d)
to observe from the fringes 
to be able to choose
to pack away from.
Memory is disingenuous 
negative space spilling out of a straight outline 
makes another exile possible.
A life map of “global terrorist attacks” 
reminding you of what and who you left 
when you left:
The cosmopolitan girl of the thousand adieus
patching loyalties to places and times of passage, 
in the cadence of this sadness 
is the secret of a life
(like no) other.

- Marika Preziuso



I have always wondered whether 
you can take something beautiful, 
solid and whole, smash it, shatter 
it into pieces, and in putting the 
pieces together make a whole that 
is actually more beautiful, stronger 
and more interesting that it was 
before. 

Wangechi Mutu 
 2015 MassArt Adderley Lecture


